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1 Introduction
One of the most interesting features of conning gauge theories is that ux lines are con-
centrated into thin, uctuating tubes: this is clearly seen in numerical studies on the
lattice [1{4]. During the past few years, signicant computational and analytical eorts
have been devoted to a more precise characterization of the ux tube. The main reason is
that its behavior is deeply related to the underlying conning mechanism and it is hoped
that one could shed some light on this issue by studying the physics of the ux tube.
In particular, there are two seemingly conicting descriptions for the ux tube, respec-
tively based on an eective string theory (EST) approach and on the dual-superconductor
model. The former is obtained within the framework of the eective description of con-
nement [5] in terms of a Nambu-Goto string [6, 7] (see ref. [8] for a discussion of recent
theoretical developments, and ref. [9] for a review of numerical results): for a theory dened
in d spacetime dimensions, it predicts that at low temperatures the squared width of the
ux tube w2 increases logarithmically with the distance R between the color sources [10]:
w2 =
d  2
2
ln

R
R0

; (1.1)
where d 2 is the number of transverse dimensions along which the ux tube vibrates,  is
the string tension, and R0 is a parameter with the dimensions of a length. This prediction
has been conrmed by numerical simulations in dierent conning lattice gauge theories
(LGTs), both with Abelian [11{17] and non-Abelian local symmetry [18{21].
In the eective string framework, eq. (1.1) corresponds to the rst (or \Gauian") or-
der of approximation in an expansion around the long-string limit for a \mesonic" ux tube
(see also refs. [22{26], for analogous studies in a \baryonic" setup). This analytical com-
putation can be extended to the next-to-leading order [27, 28] and remarkable agreement
with Monte Carlo results has been found also at this level [27{30].
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At nite temperature T (but still in the conning regime), the same eective theory
predicts a linear increase of the squared width, with a proportionality constant that diverges
as the deconnement temperature is approached from below [29, 31]. Also these predictions
were recently conrmed by numerical simulations [29, 30].
Until now, the predictions of the eective string model for the width of conning ux
tubes have always been conrmed by numerical lattice results. In this work, however, we
will show that the U(1) lattice gauge theory in three dimensions provides a signicant
exception to this rule of thumb. More precisely, we will demonstrate that the standard
string picture does not provide a good low-energy description for this model, and that
sizeable deviations from eq. (1.1) can be observed in lattice simulations of this theory.1
Navely, one could suspect that this mismatch is just due to the fact that the eective
string description of the conning ux tube holds only for interquark distances larger than
1=
p
. However, we will show that this is not the case, and that the disagreement has a
more subtle explanation.
The fact that compact U(1) lattice gauge theory in three dimensions (3D) exhibits a
behavior dierent from other conning theories should not come as a surprise. This model,
which has been investigated analytically since forty years ago [33{36], has the interesting
property that two characteristic non-perturbative, dimension-1 quantities, namely m0 (the
mass of the lightest \glueball") and
p
 (the square root of the asymptotic slope of the
potential V (R) associated with two static charges at a distance R from each other), scale
dierently with the coupling e | or, equivalently, with the lattice spacing a | of the lattice
theory.2 This can be contrasted with the behavior of SU(N) lattice gauge theories, in which
the dependence of the m0=
p
 ratio on the value of the coupling is a very mild one (and
simply due to discretization artifacts that vanish in the continuum limit). As discussed in
our previous publication [37], this peculiar property of compact U(1) lattice gauge theory
in 3D has a direct counterpart at the level of the eective string model describing its long-
distance physics, whose action includes an extrinsic-curvature contribution [38], besides the
usual Nambu-Goto term. The extrinsic-curvature term means that the ux tube vibrates
like a \rigid" string [39]; the presence of contributions of this type (which are compatible
with Lorentz symmetry [40]) also in the eective string action for SU(N) gauge theories
is not ruled out a priori ; however, numerically, it seems to be hard to detect, within the
precision of state-of-the-art lattice studies [41]. The fact, that in compact lattice QED
in 3D the eect of extrinsic-curvature terms can have a sizeable impact on the infrared
dynamics, makes this theory particularly attractive for numerical studies of the conning
string model [42]. This motivated the analysis of the conning potential in this theory,
that we reported in refs. [37, 43]. In the present work, we extend this investigation to the
width and the prole of the ux tube.
Coming back to eq. (1.1), our lack of knowledge about the ux-tube dynamics at short
distances is encoded in the R0 parameter, which cannot be predicted from the string model
1Although the ux-tube width in this lattice theory has been studied numerically since the 1980's [32],
the computing-power limitations of the time did not allow one to reach the level of precision required for a
detailed quantitative comparison with the theoretical model.
2Note that this is a property of the lattice theory at nite spacing, it does not mean that the continuum
theory is characterized by two independent scales.
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alone, and sets a lower bound on the distances at which the eective string description
is expected to hold. In the eective string model, the ux tube is idealized as a one-
dimensional object, whose typical width is purely due to quantum uctuations. However,
a more realistic picture of the ux tube may include a core of nite radius, whose size
denes an \intrinsic width" of the ux tube.
The importance of this intrinsic width can be appreciated by probing the shape of
the ux tube (by monitoring some local observable like, e.g., the eld strength) along
the transverse directions: moving from the axis joining the color sources to larger and
larger transverse distances, the eective string picture predicts a Gauian prole, but
the results of Monte Carlo simulations reveal signicant deviations from this idealized
shape. Intriguingly, however, the second moment of the distribution is fully consistent
with eq. (1.1), if R > R0.
A dierent way to model the ux tube in conning gauge theories is based on the dual-
superconductor picture | an idea that can be traced back to seminal works by Nambu [6],
by 't Hooft [44] and by Mandelstam [45] (see ref. [46] for a review and refs. [17, 21, 47{56]
for comparisons with Monte Carlo simulations). In this framework, quark connement is
associated with condensation of chromomagnetic monopoles, in analogy with Cooper-pair
condensation in superconductors, so that the ux tube is expected to behave as a (dual)
Abrikosov vortex. In contrast to the eective string model, the dual-superconductor picture
predicts that the ux density decreases exponentially with the distance from the interquark
axis (the associated characteristic length scale being the analogue of the \penetration
length" of Abrikosov vortices in a superconductor) and, more importantly, that it does not
depend on the interquark distance R. These features can be easily associated with the rigid
core mentioned above, with the penetration length playing the ro^le of the intrinsic width.
In the past few years there have been some attempts to combine the two pictures into
one framework, merging an Abrikosov-like short-distance description of the ux-tube core
with a long-distance eective string description of its quantum uctuations [17, 21]. This
requires constructing an expression for the ux-tube shape, which should interpolate be-
tween the Gauian behavior predicted by the eective string and the exponential decrease
predicted by the dual-superconductivity model. This interpolation can be carried out with-
out arbitrary assumptions, when the physics allows one to use some additional theoretical
tools. For example, it is known that in the presence of a continuous thermal deconne-
ment transition, the long-distance properties of a gauge theory should be described by a
lower-dimensional spin model [57]: taking advantage of this, in refs. [58, 59] the analytical
study of the ux-tube width in LGTs in three dimensions was mapped to a problem in
perturbed conformal eld theory in two dimensions. Another theoretical tool, that can be
used to study the ux-tube prole (at least in the strong-coupling limit) is the holographic
correspondence [60{62]: this approach was followed in refs. [63, 64].
Some recent works tried to work out a model interpolating between the thin-string and
the dual-superconductor-tube pictures also at zero (or low) temperature: they are inspired
by the dynamics of Abrikosov vortices in superconductivity [56], or on the convolution
of the classical intrinsic-width string behavior with a Gauian distribution, which should
model the quantum oscillations of the ux tube far from its core [21]. On the other hand,
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an interesting alternative proposal to describe the ux-tube shape at low temperature T
was inspired by the physics of rough interfaces: in particular, in a series of articles on
this subject, Munster and collaborators derived the interface prole at one loop, in the
framework of the renormalized 4 model in three dimensions [65{69].
As we will discuss in the following sections, the results of the high-precision Monte Carlo
study that we carried out reveal a wealth of interesting information about the conning
ux tube in compact U(1) lattice gauge theory in 3D | in particular about its shape (as
a function of the distance from the axis of the static sources) and width. Although numer-
ical studies of this type are comparatively challenging, in this work we could reach high
precision, thanks to an exact duality transformation of the Kramers-Wannier type [70{
73], which maps the original gauge theory to a spin model with integer-valued variables
and nearest-neighbor interactions only. The main nding of this work is that a bosonic
Nambu-Goto string does not provide a quantitatively fully satisfactory model of ux tubes
in this lattice theory (although it captures their main features at the qualitative and semi-
quantitative level). Looking at the ux-tube prole at large transverse separations from
the sources' axis, we also nd that some of its features can be described well in terms of a
dual Abrikosov vortex. We remark that, although the theory that we are considering has a
nite ultraviolet cuto (and some of its features | including, in particular, the existence of
two independent dimensionful non-perturbative scales m0 and  | depend crucially on the
niteness of a), these results provide novel insight into the implications of connement for
the low-energy properties of a theory, and can serve as a guide to a better understanding
of connement in non-Abelian gauge theories in four spacetime dimensions, too.
The structure of this article is the following: in section 2, we introduce the basic
denitions of the U(1) model in three dimensions and of its lattice regularization, some of
its interesting physical properties, and the setup of our Monte Carlo study of the ux tube
in this theory. In section 3, we present and analyze the numerical results of our lattice
simulations. Finally, in section 4 we summarize the implications of our ndings, and point
out some concluding remarks.
2 Simulation setup
The model we are interested in is compact U(1) gauge theory in three spacetime dimensions,
regularized on a Euclidean, isotropic, cubic lattice  of spacing a. The action of the lattice
theory is taken to be the Wilson action [74]
SW =
1
ae2
X
x2
X
1<3
[1  ReU(x)] ; (2.1)
where e denotes the coupling and U(x) is a plaquette:
U(x) = U(x)U(x+ a^)U
?
(x+ a^)U
?
 (x): (2.2)
U(x) denotes the parallel transporter dened on the oriented bond joining the nearest-
neighbor lattice sites x and x + a^: it can be related to the continuum gauge eld A as
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U(x) = exp [iaA (x+ a^=2)]. Thus, the partition function of the theory reads
Z =
Z Y
x2
3Y
=1
dU(x) e
 SW ; (2.3)
where dU(x) denotes the Haar measure for U(x). As shown in refs. [33, 36], this theory
admits a semi-classical solution, from which one can derive that the model is conning
at any value of  = 1=(ae2), and that for   1 it can be described as a model of free,
massive scalars.
As already pointed out in ref. [37], a remarkable feature of this lattice theory is that
the ratio between the mass of the lightest \glueball" (m0) and the square root of the string
tension has a strong (exponential) dependence on the coupling, so that, by varying , the
m0=
p
 ratio of the lattice theory can be tuned to any arbitrary value.
Being an Abelian LGT in three dimensions, this theory can be reformulated as a 3D
spin model, by means of an exact duality transformation [70{73].3 Under this mapping,
correlators of Polyakov loops in the original formulation of the theory can be rewritten in
terms of a modied partition function of the dual spin system, involving a set of frustrations
on the links dual to a surface bordered by the Polyakov loops. Using this duality transfor-
mation, reliable numerical evidence of the logarithmic growth of the squared width of the
ux tube in the 3D Z2 gauge model was already obtained more than twenty years ago [11].
This approach can be easily applied in the U(1) model and combined with the factoriza-
tion underlying the \snake algorithm" [76], as discussed in ref. [77] for the four-dimensional
case: following the notations of ref. [37], the partition function dened in eq. (2.3) can be
rewritten as
Z =
X
f?s2Zg
Y
bonds
Ijd?sj(); (2.4)
where I(z) is the modied Bessel function of the rst kind of order , the product is taken
over the bonds of the dual cubic lattice, and d?s denotes the dierence of the integer-valued
?s variables on the two sites at the ends of each bond.
The Monte Carlo evolution of the system is dictated by the evolution of the con-
guration of the frustrated plaquettes (those where ?n 6= 0); to enhance the numerical
precision of the simulation results, our algorithm features a hierarchical sequence of nested
updates [78].
Given a Q Q pair of static sources at a distance R from each other in the original theory,
the associated two-point correlation function of Polyakov loops can then be rewritten as
hP ?(R)P (0)i = ZR
Z
=
1
Z
X
f?s2Zg
Y
bonds
Ijd?s+?nj(); (2.5)
where ?n denotes an integer-valued 1-form which is non-vanishing on a set of bonds, that
are dual to the plaquettes tiling a surface bounded by the Polyakov loops. Finally, the
3Interestingly, this type of duality transformations has recently been applied also in the numerical study
of systems aected by a computational sign problem [75].
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 a2 m0a L, Nt
1:7 0:122764(2) 0:889(4) 64
2:0 0:049364(2) 0:449(4) 64
2:2 0:027322(2) 0:27(1) 96
2:4 0:015456(7) 0:165(10) 96
Table 1. Information on the parameters of our simulations.
connected correlation function el(xt) between the Polyakov loops and the electric eld
component in the direction parallel to the Q Q axis at the point xt can be written as
el(xt) =
hP ?(R)P (0)El(xt)i
hP ?(R)P (0)i   hEl(xt)i =
hd?l +? nip

: (2.6)
The squared width of the ux tube is then computed as the second moment of eq. (2.6):
w2 =
P
jxtjxmax x
2
t el(xt)P
jxtjxmax el(xt)
; (2.7)
where xmax is xed by the requirement that the contributions to the sums from points at
jxtj > xmax are not signicant, within the numerical precision of our results.4
We computed el and w
2 for  = 1:7, 2:0, 2:2 and 2:4. Additional information on our
simulations is reported in table 1.
3 Results
In this section, we present our numerical results (and their analysis) for the squared width
of the ux tube in subsection 3.1, and for the ux-tube prole in subsection 3.2.
3.1 Squared width of the ux tube
In table 2, we report our results for the squared width of the ux tube on the mid-plane
between the Polyakov loops, for dierent values of the spatial separation between the
charges (and at dierent values of the coupling).
A glance at table 2 immediately reveals that w2=a2 is certainly not constant when R=a
grows. Thus, we t our data to the following form:
w2 =
1
2s
log(R=R0); (3.1)
using s and R0 as tting parameters. If the Nambu-Goto string provided a correct low-
energy model of ux tubes in this theory, then eq. (3.1) should describe the numerical
data for R & 1=p, and s should coincide with , the string tension extracted from the
4Although, in principle, the discretized numerical integrations involved in eq. (2.7) could be carried out
using some improved computational technique (see, for example, ref. [79] and the references therein), the
corresponding reduction in systematic uncertainties would have a negligible impact on the error budget of
our results.
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w2=a2
R=a  = 1:7  = 2:0  = 2:2  = 2:4
4 { 8:59(21) 14:26(28) 22:4(9)
6 4:00(10) 10:46(28) 19:1(5) 31:8(1:0)
8 4:32(6) 12:20(24) 22:1(6) 42:1(1:7)
10 4:74(6) 13:75(27) 25:8(7) 47:2(1:4)
12 4:98(6) 14:72(31) 28:4(7) 49:2(3:3)
14 5:23(6) 15:49(27) 30:6(1:0) 55:4(2:8)
16 5:43(6) 16:52(31) 33:2(9) 67:2(3:2)
18 5:63(8) 16:9(4) 35:3(1:1) 65:1(3:3)
20 5:78(8) 17:1(4) 35:4(1:0) 64:6(3:3)
22 5:81(6) 18:4(4) 38:1(9) 71:5(3:2)
24 { { 37:1(8) 76:6(3:5)
26 { { 38:9(1:0) 75:3(3:3)
28 { { 41:6(1:2) 76:7(3:4)
30 { { { 82:5(2:0)
32 { { { 85:3(1:9)
34 { { { 86:9(1:7)
36 { { { 90:4(1:9)
38 { { { 86:7(2:0)
40 { { { 91:8(2:1)
42 { { { 90:7(2:4)
Table 2. Square width w2 of the ux tube at dierent values of  = 1=(ae2), as a function of the
distance R between the static sources.
 Rmin=a sa
2 R0=a 
2
red d.o.f.
1:7 6 0:1076(31) 0:413(42) 0:53 7
2:0 4 0:02815(63) 0:898(49) 0:58 8
2:2 4 0:01190(25) 1:406(54) 1:12 11
2:4 4 0:00521(11) 2:060(91) 2:16 18
Table 3. Results of the logarithmic ts of w2 to eq. (3.1), at the dierent values of  that we
studies (reported in the rst column). The second column shows the minimal value of R=a included
in the t, while the third and the fourth column show the tted parameters. The reduced 2 of the
t and the number of degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) are shown in the fth and in the sixth column,
respectively.
linear behavior of the interquark potential at large distances (for which we use the results
of ref. [37]).
Starting with a t to the whole range of R, we progressively discarded the data at the
smallest R, until the reduced 2 of the t (2red) became close to 1: the results of these ts
are reported in table 3, and plotted (along with the Monte Carlo data) in gure 1; note
that the horizontal axis of this gure is in logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1. Results for w2=a2, as a function of R=a, from our simulations at  = 1:7 (top left
panel), at  = 2:0 (top right panel), at  = 2:2 (bottom left panel), and at  = 2:4 (bottom right
panel). Note that the horizontal axis is displayed in logarithmic scale. The dashed lines are the
curves obtained from two-parameter ts to eq. (3.1), for the values of sa2 and R0=a displayed in
the legend box of each plot.
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 s= s=m20
1:7 0:876(25) 0:136(4)
2:0 0:570(13) 0:140(4)
2:2 0:436(9) 0:163(13)
2:4 0:347(8) 0:191(21)
Table 4. Comparison of the s parameter, obtained from ts of w2 to eq. (3.1) at the dierent
 values (listed in the rst column), to the corresponding values of the string tension  (second
column) and to the squared mass gap in lattice units m20 (third column).
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5
0.5
1.0 s/
s/m20
1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5
1
2
R 0
/a
Figure 2. Top panel: the ratio s= between the parameter s obtained from the t to eq. (3.1) and
the string tension  determined from ts to the interquark potential; for comparison, the plot also
shows the ratio between s and the square of the glueball mass m0. Bottom panel: the values of
R0=a obtained from the t.
As one can easily see, eq. (3.1) gives a good description of the data for a wide range
of values of R. However, table 3 reveals that the tted value of s is incompatible with
the string tension, in contrast with the prediction from the eective string picture (in the
Gauian approximation that we are considering).
The deviation of s from the string tension can be better appreciated in table 4, in
which we also compared s with (the square of) the other physical scale of the theory, i.e.
the mass gap. These results are also shown in the top panel of gure 2 (while the bottom
panel of the same gure shows how the other tted parameter, R0=a, depends on ).
Moreover, our results at large  show that the ts to a purely logarithmic form,
eq. (3.1), hold also for distances much shorter than the length scale, below which the
eective string picture is expected to break down, namely 1=
p
. For example, at  = 2:4
this quantity corresponds to more than eight lattice spacings, while all data (starting from
R  4a) can be successfully tted to eq. (3.1).
We also veried that the deviations from the Nambu-Goto prediction cannot be ex-
plained by the next-to-leading order eects discussed in refs. [27, 28]. In particular, these
eects play a negligible ro^le at large distances (and cannot account for the strong discrep-
ancy between s and  that the numerical data reveal); their impact becomes non-negligible
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Figure 3. The lattice results for w2 as a function of R at dierent values of  (displayed by symbols
of dierent colors: dark blue for  = 1:7, dark green for  = 2:0, red for  = 2:2 and cyan for
 = 2:4) do not fall on a common curve when plotted in units of 1=
p
 (l.h.s. panel), while they
exhibit a nearly perfect collapse to the same curve, when expressed in units of the inverse of the
mass gap 1=m0 (r.h.s. panel). Note the logarithmic scale for the horizontal axis.
at intermediate distances, but their form is clearly incompatible with the simple logarithmic
behavior exhibited by our Monte Carlo results.
As an alternative explanation for the mismatch between the EST model and the sim-
ulation results, one could imagine that the deviations from the Nambu-Goto prediction be
due to the presence of extrinsic-curvature terms in the eective string action [37]. However,
a complete analytical derivation of the contributions to w2 from such terms is non-trivial,
and lies clearly beyond the scope of the present work.
These results show that the Nambu-Goto string model does not provide an accurate
description of ux tubes in this theory.
Comparing the t results in table 3 with the values for a2 in table 1, it is also
interesting to note that the value of R0 extracted from the ts does not scale like 1=
p
:
as the lattice spacing is decreased, the dimensionless product R0
p
 grows from 0:145(15)
for  = 1:7 to 0:256(11) at  = 2:4. Clearly, this is at odds with the expectation that
R0 should tend to a well-dened constant value in the continuum limit (as is the case in
non-Abelian gauge theories in 4D). Instead, our data give a clear indication that, in this
theory, the minimal tube length, below which the Nambu-Goto string description breaks
down, is monotonously increasing to larger and larger values for a! 0.
Another observation, indicating that 1=
p
 is not the \natural" physical length scale
of this model is shown in gure 3: our lattice results at dierent lattice spacing do not fall
on a universal curve when expressed in units of 1=
p
 (left-hand-side panel), but they do,
when they are plotted in units of 1=m0 (right-hand-side panel).
In order to get a better understanding of the dynamics of the ux tube, it is useful
to directly study its prole. Thanks to the dual algorithm, it is possible to obtain very
precise results for this quantity for a broad range of values of R, and at large distances
from the axis between the sources. The results of this study are presented in the following
subsection.
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3.2 Flux-tube prole
The various models of the conning ux tube yield very dierent predictions for its \shape"
| i.e. for the dependence of the eld strength on the transverse separation from the source-
source axis. As mentioned in section 1, two of the most commonly used models are the
one describing the ux tube as a uctuating bosonic string, and the one based on the
interpretation of the vacuum of a conning gauge theory as a dual (color-)superconductor,
in which ux tubes are interpreted as \Abrikosov vortices". In this subsection, we will
compare their predictions with our results for compact U(1) lattice gauge theory in 3D.
3.2.1 Comparison with the bosonic-string model
At the leading order in an expansion around the classical, straight-tube conguration, the
eective string model predicts that the probability p of nding the ux tube at a transverse
displacement xt from the axis of the color sources decreases exponentially:
p(xt) = C0 exp
  x2t =2 ; (3.2)
where C0 is independent of xt, and 
2 is dened in terms of a sum over the allowed vibration
modes of the string [10]. This relation implies eq. (1.1) (with w2 = 2). In order to test
this prediction, we attempted to t our Monte Carlo results for the \tails" of the el(xt)
prole with a Gauian of the form of eq. (3.2). More precisely, we tried a Gauian t of
el(xt) for distances from the sources' axis larger than a certain value x
c
t . To x the latter,
we started from xct = 0 and progressively increased its value, until both the following
conditions were met:
1. the 2red was close to unity, and
2. by further increasing xct , the tted parameter values did not change in a statistically
signicant way.
An example of the results obtained from this analysis (for  = 2:0 and interquark distance
R = 10a) is reported in table 5: it shows that there exists no distance range in the el(xt)
tails, that can be described by a pure Gauian. We reached the same conclusions also for
all the other data sets (corresponding to dierent values of  and/or R) that we studied:
for this lattice theory, the inadequacy of a Gauian description for the tails of the ux tube
prole seems to be generic.
3.2.2 Comparison with the dual-superconductor model
The dual-superconductor model predicts that, far from the core of the dual Abrikosov
vortex sheet, a uniform density of magnetic color monopoles leads to a
el(xt) = m
2
v exp ( mv jxtj) ; (3.3)
where  is the total ux carried by the tube and mv is the mass of the gauge eld (which
is related to the London penetration length  as mv = 1=). We tted our Monte Carlo
results for the tails of el(xt) to eq. (3.3), using the same method described above, and found
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xct=a C0 a
2=2 2red
0 0:00943(4) 0:1903(4) 11:64
1 0:00934(4) 0:1895(5) 11:19
2 0:00905(5) 0:1872(5) 9:68
3 0:00873(5) 0:1846(6) 8:62
4 0:00813(7) 0:1801(6) 6:24
5 0:00756(8) 0:1760(8) 5:1
6 0:00696(11) 0:1717(9) 4:31
7 0:00604(13) 0:1652(11) 3:0
8 0:00532(16) 0:1600(14) 2:47
9 0:00451(19) 0:1539(17) 2:05
Table 5. Results for the t to eq. (3.2) of our data for the ux-tube prole at  = 2:0 and for
R = 10a.
xct=a  amv 
2
red
1 7:4(2) 0:323(8) 93:5
2 6:9(1) 0:368(6) 21:5
3 6:86(4) 0:405(4) 3:86
4 6:99(3) 0:428(4) 1:48
5 7:21(6) 0:444(5) 0:96
6 7:25(13) 0:447(7) 0:96
7 7:11(28) 0:44(1) 1:03
8 7:3(6) 0:44(2) 1:06
9 6:9(1:0) 0:44(3) 1:12
10 6:5(1:9) 0:43(5) 1:18
Table 6. Results of the ts to eq. (3.3) for the Monte Carlo data obtained at  = 2:0 and R = 10a.
that this functional form successfully describes the tails of the proles, and that the tted
parameters are robust, in the sense that they do not change in a statistically signicant
way, if xct is increased to values larger than the minimal distance for which a 
2
red ' 1 is
obtained. Examples of parameters obtained from this analysis are reported in table 6 (for
the data at  = 2:0 and interquark separation R = 10a) and in table 7 (for  = 2:0 and
R = 16a: the data of this set are plotted in gure 4), but the result is generic.
We conclude that the prediction of the dual-superconductor model, eq. (3.3), provides
a correct description of the large-xt behavior of our Monte Carlo data. In addition, we
also found that mv, which should be a property of the conning medium (not of the
particular conguration of the probe color sources), is indeed independent of the charge
separation R (in fact, the dependence on R is encoded solely in xct and in the amplitude
). When expressed in units of the glueball mass m0, mv takes a value independent of ,
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xct=a  amv 
2
red
1 1:34(6) 0:284(9) 115:19
2 1:246(29) 0:325(7) 35:61
3 1:224(14) 0:360(5) 10:4
4 1:249(7) 0:390(4) 2:96
5 1:297(9) 0:411(5) 1:46
6 1:336(21) 0:422(7) 1:33
7 1:47(5) 0:446(9) 1:0
8 1:38(8) 0:433(14) 0:99
9 1:32(15) 0:426(22) 1:04
10 1:51(32) 0:445(34) 0:99
11 1:4(5) 0:43(5) 1:06
12 2:3(1:8) 0:49(9) 1:08
Table 7. Same as in table 6, but for data at  = 2:0 and R = 16a.
15 10 5 0 5 10 15
xt/a
10-3
10-2
10-1
lo
g(
a
2
E
l)
Figure 4. The transverse prole of the ux tube, for  = 2:0 and R = 16a. Note the logarithmic
scale for the vertical axis. In this plot, the exponential decay of the tails of el(xt) manifests itself
in the linear behavior observed for jxtj  8a: the green dash-dotted line is the result of the t to
eq. (6) in this range.
and compatible with 1 (see table 8): the London penetration length of the model is thus
consistent with the inverse of the mass gap.
4 Discussion and concluding remarks
The results that we presented in section 3 lead one to conclude that, although in this
gauge theory the broadening of the conning ux tube is consistent with a logarithmic
dependence on the tube length, as predicted by a bosonic-string model [10], the amplitude
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 mv=m0
1:7 0:99(5)
2:0 1:012(16)
2:2 1:03(4)
2:4 1:06(6)
Table 8. Values of the inverse London penetration depth at varying , in units of the lightest
glueball mass, obtained from ts to eq. (3.3).
of the tube width is not. In addition, the logarithmic dependence on the length of the
ux tube persists also for tubes shorter than the characteristic length scale 1=
p
, below
which the Nambu-Goto string prediction is not expected to hold anymore. Similarly, the
values obtained for R0 | that is the length scale, below which eq. (1.1) necessarily breaks
down5 | indicate that, when the lattice spacing a is decreased to suciently small values,
the Nambu-Goto string model eventually fails to describe the width of any ux tube of
xed length. This discrepancy between the string model and Monte Carlo data cannot be
accommodated invoking higher-order terms derived from the Nambu-Goto action.
A closer inspection of the ux-tube prole reveals that its decay at large distance
from the interquark axis is clearly incompatible with the leading-order EST prediction,
while it fully agrees with the predictions of the dual-superconductor model. In particular,
the London penetration length is equal to the inverse of the mass of the lightest glueball;
remarkably, this holds at all of the  values considered in this work.
These results reinforce the conclusions of our recent study of the interquark potential
in this model [37], where we found that, as  is increased toward the continuum limit,
the behavior of the ux tube shows larger and larger deviations from the prediction of
the Nambu-Goto model. The ux-tube width, that we investigated in the present work,
exhibits a similar pattern: for example, tting our Monte Carlo results for w2 at  = 1:7 to
eq. (3.1), we obtained a value for s (in lattice units) that is almost compatible with , but
when  is increased the two quantities become more and more divergent from each other.
In ref. [37], we also observed that, as  is increased, the minimal distance (in physical
units), at which the Nambu-Goto model describes the data well, is pushed to larger and
large values. Here, the increase of R0
p
 with , discussed in subsection 3.2, is another
facet of the same eect.
In ref. [37], we put forward the hypothesis that the deviations from the Nambu-Goto
model signal the presence of an extrinsic-curvature term in the eective string action. More
precisely, we showed that the results for the conning potential are compatible with such
term, if it appears with a coecient  proportional to 1=m0, so that the = ratio diverges
like 1=m20 in the continuum limit. The present analysis supports this picture, as the shape
of the ux tube and its width depend only on m0 | that is, on the coecient of the
extrinsic-curvature term of the eective string action.
It is interesting to compare our ndings with the results that have been obtained in
non-Abelian gauge theories. It should be noted that, in those theories, m0=
p
 is essentially
5Obviously, eq. (1.1) is meaningful only for R larger than R0; in the opposite range, the logarithm turns
negative, and eq. (1.1) would then imply the unphysical result w2 < 0.
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constant (up to small, nite-lattice-spacing corrections): thus the question, whether the
ux tube width is a function of  (which appears as the coecient of the Nambu-Goto
term in the eective string action) or of m0, is not a well-dened one. By contrast, in
compact U(1) lattice gauge theory in 3D, the issue can be studied in a meaningful way,
since in this case the m0=
p
 ratio is strongly dependent on the coupling:
m0p

' 2c0p
c
(2)3=4e 
2
2
v(0) ; (4.1)
so it becomes possible to disentangle the dependence on one quantity from the one on the
other. A natural question that arises, is then if it is nevertheless possible to nd evidence
of Abrikosov-vortex-like behavior also in SU(N) gauge theories | and, thus, evidence of
non-negligible extrinsic-curvature eects in the string model describing their low-energy
dynamics. As m0=
p
 is approximately constant, this question cannot be answered by
looking at the dependence of the ux-tube width on the interquark distance, but in principle
one could address the issue by looking at the ux-tube prole. As gure 4 shows, in our
theory the shape of the ux tube at large distance from the interquark axis is unambiguously
described by a simple exponential, as predicted by the equations for a dual superconductor
in three spacetime dimensions. Unfortunately, the existing examples of this type of analysis
for non-Abelian models (for instance, those reported in ref. [27] for SU(2) Yang-Mills theory
in 3D, or in refs. [21, 56] for the SU(3) theory in 4D) are less conclusive, and appear to
reveal a mixture of Gauian and exponential contributions. To get a better picture, it
would probably be helpful to address this issue not only numerically but also analytically
(for example, by an explicit computation of the ux-tube prole in an eective-string model
including an extrinsic-curvature term).
To summarize, in this work we used the dual formulation of compact U(1) gauge theory
in 3D to study the transverse shape of the ux tube on the symmetry line between the
static sources. The dual formulation of the theory allowed us to reach high numerical
precision, without any error-reduction method.
Fitting our large-transverse-separation results for the ux-tube prole to the predic-
tion of the dual-superconductor model, we found that the London penetration length is
compatible with the inverse of the lightest glueball mass m0, and that this quantity is inde-
pendent of the distance between the static sources, as expected. This prediction, however,
can only t the tails of ux-tube prole.
The squared width w2 of the conning ux tube was evaluated directly from the data
obtained in our Monte Carlo simulations, for a wide range of physical separations R between
the color charges. We found that, although w2 grows logarithmically with R, as predicted
by eective string theory, its amplitude is not proportional to 1= (the inverse of the
string tension), but rather to 1=m20. For non-Abelian Yang-Mills theories in four spacetime
dimensions, the ratio of these two dimensionful scales is nearly independent of the lattice
spacing (at least at values of the lattice spacing of physical interest, i.e. suciently far from
the strong-coupling regime), but this is not the case here. In fact, as we already remarked
earlier, part of our interest in this lattice model stems precisely from the fact that it allows
one to disentangle the dependence of dierent physical eects on these two scales.
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From these results one can conclude that in this theory:
 the characteristic scale of the ux tube is 1=m0 (rather than 1=
p
, as one would
expect);
 at large enough transverse separation, the prole of the ux tube can be successfully
modelled by an exponential decrease, in agreement with the expectations from the
dual-superconductor model in 3D.
The investigation of the structure and dynamics of ux tubes in this toy model of
connement, that we carried out in the present work, could provide guidance toward a
better understanding of analogous problems also in non-Abelian theories.
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